
SIP Internal Meeting
Sept 15, 2005

Participants:
Brown, Barb
Demuth, Julie
Gallo, Inger
Gruntfest, Eve
Larsen, Pete
Lazo, Jeff
Morss, Rebecca
Zia, Asim

Unavailable:
Harriss, Robert
Laidlaw, Emily
Mahoney, Bill

August Meeting Action Items
 Pete – Remember to bring food for next meeting (complete)
 All – Next SIP team meeting is at 10:30 AM on 9/15/05.  (complete)
 Pete – Present OUSSSA powerpoint at next meeting. (complete)
 Jeff – Develop styleguide with editor. (in progress)
 Eve/Julie/Inger – Address WAS*IS issues including workshop drop-ins, local and on

the road workshops, proposal for the ASP summer colloquium, and get a headcount
of foreign attendees to workshop. (in progress)

 Asim/Rebecca – Continue to work on QPF report. (in progress)
 Bill – Work on getting economic studies out of transportation bill potential budget.

(?)
 Jeff – Find someone to transfer Roger Pielke’s servers to NCAR servers. (in

progress)
 Jeff – Find web person to optimize google and yahoo search results for

SIP/Pielke/WAS*IS websites.  Also, have developer remap Pielke’s URL address to
SIP website (for users who have bookmarked his site).  (in progress)

Sept Meeting Action Items
 Julie: confirm that the correct dates are on the web site
 Eve will send to Asim/Rebecca/Jeff current questionnaire—can choose from, test

what we think is true.
 Pete—submit draft to Lazo of OUSSSA final report before leaving
 All--End of year reports are due—see ‘year end deliverables’ on the ST&I Capability

report.
 All—progress reports to Inger for minutes (brief paragraph)

Announcements:
Pete Larson has accepted a position at the University of Alaska, Anchorage: Institute of
Social and Economic Research. His last day at RAL will be Oct. 1.
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Travel:
Jeff
 Toulouse WMO presentation went well
 attended THORPEX EB Meeting as SEA WG Chair in Geneva in Sept
 Meteorology Department, Penn State, October 12-14
 Canada CANSEE Toronto, October 26-28
 SRA in December – Orlando
 There will be an all-working THORPEX group meeting in March 2006 in Geneva
 THORPEX SEA WG will assist in planning WMO workshop 2007

Asim
 ACSPC (American Collegiate Schools of Planning) conference, Kansas City - To

present paper “Environmental design problems and meta-decision models”
 At the Environmental Planning and Resource Management session (Oct. 27-30, 2005)
 Islamabad, Micky Glanz is participant (not attending) UN, Nepal, India, Sri Lanka,

Bangladesh (Nov.) risk mgmt November 24-26
 APPAM - Dissertation abstract - will hear end of Oct if they’ve accepted and attend if

accepted
 Abstract to TRB, Jan. DC (dissertation) - paper just got accepted. In press section of

web site.

Barb
 TIGGE steering meeting in November at NCAR (Jeff will attend)
 NRC panel mtg, Barb and Rebecca—here next week. Wed and Thu.

Eve—will email with details
 Colorado Association of Flood Plane Managers
 Cal poly

Pete Larsen presentation
“An Evaluation of the Sensitivity of US Economic Sectors to Wx” – this was followed by
an extended discussion

Progress reports:

Asim Zia:
1. Socio-economic value of Precipitation Forecast Information: A Synthesis
A draft report on this project is being reviewed by an external editor. Upon its return
from the editor next week, Morss and Lazo will counter-validate the facts presented from
the reviewed literature. A research paper for a peer reviewed publication (in either
Meteorological Applications or Journal of Applied Meteorology) will be prepared, which
will summarize the key findings of this report. In August, 2005, Rebecca Morss made a
presentation about this project in the 21st Conference on Weather Analysis and
Forecasting/17th Conference on Numerical Weather Prediction, held in Washington DC.
The presentation is attached separately.
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2.    The Representation of Uncertainty in Communicating Probabilistic Weather
Forecasts: A Stated Preference Valuation Approach. Relevant literature is being reviewed
to identify focused research questions. First draft of the brief literature review and survey
questions will be sent to Morss and Lazo on Monday 9/19. A revised work plan with
focus on stated preference valuation approach will also be submitted.

3.    Institute for Weather, Climate and Society Affairs_
In collaboration with Michael Glantz (ISSE) and Zafar Adeel (United Nations
University), a workshop is being planned in Islamabad, Pakistan from November 24-26,
2005. This workshop will discuss various issues related to setting up Institute of Weather,
Climate and Society Affairs (IWCSA) in COMSATS Institute of Information Technology
(CIIT). IWCSA is expected to enhance local capacity in South Asian countries for
potential improvements in individual and societal decision making with the provision of
weather and climate forecast information.

QPF report, convert to paper, submit as milestone (also)
Synthesis of findings

Julie/Eve
The deadline for applications for the WAS*IS workshop was Friday, September 2. We
received over 100 applications and at least another 100 inquiries, so we have a
tremendous amount of interest and excitement in our workshop! We now are going
through the process of selecting the best people to fill the 25 spots; it’s a very difficult
job, because nearly all 100 people are tremendous. We also are trying to drum-up support
to hold another one or two iterations of WAS*IS, so that we can capitalize on the great
response we’ve had. Right now, all our WAS*IS attention is focused on selecting the
workshop participants and then refining all our ideas for the agenda.

Pete
Significant progress was made on the OUSSSA project in the month of August. In
addition to implementing QA/QC suggestions for the model's core programs (in SAS),
Pete incorporated the monte-carlo simulation/aggregation techniques into the model first
described in the July 2005 Lazo & Larsen memo (2005.06.30.Aggregation of National
GSP and Sensitivity to Weather_V2.doc) to John Gaynor et al. In late-August, Pete put
together a powerpoint presentation of his preliminary findings and sent a copy to Jeff
Lazo for review. In the next few weeks, the OUSSSA project will be completed and a
working draft will be presented to the research sponsors.


